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90.293.380
(m) 11,5 x 9,9 x 10,7
(‘-‘‘) 37-1 x 33-6 x 35-0

EN 1176 (m) 14,8 x 11,6
ASTM/CSA(m) 15,7 x 13,6
ASTM/CSA (‘-‘‘) 51-6 x 44-9

(m) 1,5
(‘-‘‘) 6-0
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90.293.379
(m) 8,3 x 14,8 x 7,8
(‘-‘‘) 27-4 x 48-8 x 25-1

EN 1176 (m) 11,3 x 18,0
ASTM/CSA(m) 12,3 x 19,0
ASTM/CSA (‘-‘‘) 40-4 x 62-4

(m) 1,5
(‘-‘‘) 6-0
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Triitopia.01

At a height of more than ten metres and 
a huge three dimensional net inside, this 
climbing and playing tower offers unlimited 
possibilities for fun and adventure across a 
total of seven levels.

Magical, twisted, crazy  
Welcome to the realm of imagination!
Triitopia is the newest innovation of the successful Berliner Greenville series and combines award winning design with tried and tested materials in a spectacular way!  
A magical world of climbing and adventure where reality and fiction blend together and evolve into the unpredictable interplay of transparent and closed façade 
elements that are combined in close knit, nestled and asymmetric ways.  Diverse net pieces invite you to climb, and lead to numerous corners and angles, and up to 
viewing areas and slides on different levels.  Whether a magic school, bandit’s tower or knight’s castle, anything is possible here!

The chaos has a system!
Behind the seemingly random construction, lies a highly modular system that allows every Triitopia structure to be custom designed in a shape and size to a maximal 
extent.  To do so, choose from a wide range of different net elements, panel types and slide options, and let your custom adventure world become a reality with us.  It 
goes without saying that Triitopia can be combined with nearly all other Berliner play equipment.  

Kids will fully enjoy the slightly smaller 
adventure world. Children that ascend 
through the spatial net to the very top can 
swiftly descend the tunnel slide all the way 
to the ground. Alternatively, the new net 
tunnel on the facade can be used as an 
ascent or descent option.
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This is Triitopia
Let your custom adventure world  
become a reality with us

Custom design  
options possible.

The different levels are  
connected by a spatial net.

Windows and entries  
in various designs.

Totally twisted:  
facade elements overhead.

Various types of slides 
available for different 

levels.

Outer connection tunnel 
across several levels.


